Modeling and visualization of the cellular mesoscale, bridging the nanometer scale of molecules to the micrometer scale of cells, is being studied by an integrative approach. Data from structural biology, proteomics, and microscopy are combined to simulate the molecular structure of living cells. These cellular landscapes are used as research tools for hypothesis generation and testing, and to present visual narratives of the cellular context of molecular biology for dissemination, education, and outreach.
Introduction
Current research is building a bridge that spans from the nanoscale of molecular biology to the microscale of cellular biology. Experimental and computational methods are extending this bridge from both sides. Methods of integrative structural biology are revealing structures of larger and larger functional assemblies, such as the nuclear pore or even entire organelles [1] . Imaging methods in cell biology, including cryoelectron tomography and single molecule microscopy, are probing entire cells at finer and finer levels [2, 3] . However, the center of this bridge, the cellular mesoscale, is still largely the realm of interpretation. Modeling and illustration of this level of scale, where inanimate matter becomes life, is helping to make this bridge more concrete, to improve our understanding, and to identify regions that require additional study [4] .
The goal of this work is to create accurate depictions of the molecular structure of cells, integrating data from structural biology, biochemistry, and cell biology. Mesoscale models have shown utility both in the research community and beyond. Some workers are using these models as scientific tools, for instance, to quantify the effects of crowding in diffusion or to reconcile interpretations of micrographic observations.
Other workers use these as thinking tools, to develop and explore hypotheses that will then be subjected to experiment. These depictions are also essential elements in education and outreach, providing context for discussions of molecular and cellular topics, and impressing on viewers the complexity and interconnectedness of the subcellular world. In this review, we will discuss some of the technical and esthetic aspects of creating mesoscale imagery, as well as applications in research and in education.
Historical
Artistic depictions of the inner structure of cells have been used since the development of microscopy, both to document scientific observations and as figures in textbooks. After a long history of drawing and redrawing by generations of artists, an iconic form has emerged, typically showing a generic "cell" with a spherical nucleus in the center, surrounded by small ovoid mitochondria, a sheet-like endoplasmic reticulum, and perhaps a single Golgi. Most often, the only molecular details included in these figures are ERassociated ribosomes and nuclear pores, often drawn considerably larger than the actual relative size to make them visible.
Soon after the first electron micrographs of cells were obtained, the first integrated views with molecular detail were created. For example, illustrations depicted the "microtrabecular lattice," a hypothetical structure of the cytoplasm organized by cytoskeletal filaments [5, 6] , and Srere [7] presented an illustration of mitochondrial membranes. In 1991, several mesoscale illustrations were created for the best-studied organism of the time, Escherichia coli, integrating atomic structures of molecules, proteomics information from 2D electrophoresis, and a variety of other sources [8] . This illustrative mesoscale work has continued to other systems, ranging from HIV [9] to a panorama from the nucleus to cell surface of a T cell [10] . Currently, artistic illustrations and animations of the cellular mesoscale are widely used for education and outreach (described in more detail below).
Building on this illustrative tradition, mesoscale modeling and visualization are now moving into three dimensions, becoming a tool for research. The increased availability of data at all levels has made this possible, including the use of electron microscopy to determine atomic structures of very large assemblies, the high resolution currently achieved in cryoelectron tomography of entire cells, and advances in genomics, proteomics, and interactomics. The results are semiquantitative models of large portions of cells. Notable examples include models of a synaptic vesicle [11] , a synaptic bouton [12] , HIV [13] , and bacterial nucleoids [14, 15] . By all expectations, the grand challenge of creating a predictive model of an entire eukaryotic cell is within reach given our rapidly improving experimental and computational abilities [16] .
Technical Concerns
Modeling and depiction of the cellular mesoscale is necessarily an integrative process, since there currently are no direct methods for observing the atomic structure of cells. At a minimum, a few types of information are needed: 1) Cellular Ultrastructure. This is most often obtained from electron microscopy, such as negative-stained thin sections for crosssectional mesoscale models and tomograms for 3D mesoscale models [2, 3] . Typically, these experimental data are segmented to yield a description of the ultrastructure of membranes and location of large molecular assemblies.
Techniques such as template-free structure detection [17] promise to extend this segmentation to finer and finer scales. 2) Molecular Composition. Genomic information can provide a comprehensive list of proteins and nucleic acids that are synthesized, and proteomic data can define the proteins and estimates of their abundance for different compartments in the cell. For example, a recent immunofluorescence study created a "cell map" for~12,000 proteins in a human cell [18] . 3) Molecular Structure. Atomic structures are available for tens of thousands of biomolecules through the Worldwide Protein Data Bank (www.wwpdb.org), and homology modeling allows for prediction of structures that have not been determined for the organism of interest. The recent radical improvements in cryoelectron microscopy are a significant advance, providing structures for very large and complex assemblies that were not tractable with other structural methods [1] . 4) Molecular Interactions. Higher-order molecular interactions are still an area of intense research, both to define functional interactomes [19] and to determine or model structures of assemblies [20, 21] .
Generation of mesoscale models for visualization is being approached in many ways, depending on the audience and goals of the model. Traditional artistic methods, including hand-drawn images and digitally produced images and animations, are still most commonly used for images in education and outreach settings (Fig. 1a) . This is typically a laborious process of generating models for each of the molecules, then placing them manually to generate the scene [26] . However, artistic approaches have a great advantage, since all the tricks used by artists can be employed: manual placement allows for building of scenes that highlight salient features and minimize occlusion, and portions of the scene (such as molecules not directly related to the story) may be excluded. With experimentally generated models, we do not typically have as many of these options.
Several methods have been developed to assist with the process of designing a mesoscale scene. Plugins such as MolecularMaya (https://clarafi.com/ tools/mmaya), ePMV [27] , and BioBlender (http:// www.bioblender.org) assist with the import, modeling and animation of atomic structures within popular 3D animation packages. The GraphiteLifeExplorer [28] streamlines the construction of complex assemblies with proteins and nucleic acids, allowing users to define 3D paths for DNA and other flexible chains, and populate the scene with associated protein structures. CellPAINT (http://cellpaint.scripps.edu) uses the approach of a digital painting program: a palette of molecules, each with characteristic properties for interaction, is used to paint a 2.5D mesoscale scene, and a temperature slider can add diffusive motion to the resulting scene.
While these methods allow users to control the placement of elements in a scene, automated stochastic methods for generating and simulating mesoscale models are also becoming available [4, 29] . Typically, these define the ultrastructure of the environment, then randomly populate it with molecules based on defined composition, concentration, and rules of interaction. Several laboratories are working on detailed atomic models of bacterial cytoplasm, which are used in Brownian dynamics simulations to explore the consequences of macromolecular crowding on cellular function [30, 31] . Specialized methods have been developed for large structures in the cells. For example, LipidWrapper [23] uses a tiling approach to populate a membrane with lipid structures taken from detailed molecular dynamics simulations, and bacterial nucleoids have been approached using lattice methods [22] and in an ambitious hierarchical approach that starts with coarse grain models and progressively refines the resolution to give an atomic model [14, 15] . CellPACK [24] brings these tools together to build mesoscale models of entire cells (Fig. 1b) .
Given their size and complexity, representation of these stochastic models poses a number of challenges, so specialized tools are being built to visualize them. For example, CellVIEW [25] provides a variety of selecting, clipping and coloring tools to help simplify these scenes and highlight features of interest. Rendering of these models poses a great challenge, since the data sets are extremely large. GPUs and instancing, where the structure of each type of molecule is stored only once and then repeated throughout the scene, are emerging as the techniques of choice [32, 33] . Methods are also being developed to assist with navigation and comprehensibility. These include control of hierarchical level of detail, custom clipping planes and advanced lighting models (such as ambient occlusion) [34] .
Building a Narrative
Mesoscale modeling is all about context. In research, mesoscale models are being developed to allow simulation of molecular processes in their cellular context, exploring the consequences of crowding, compartmentation and copy number on biomolecular function, and presenting these consequences in dissemination of the research. In science outreach and education, mesoscale imagery allows viewers to see biomolecular processes in the context of their cellular environment. Effective mesoscale modeling, both for research and for outreach, requires careful thought to design a narrative that captures the salient features of this context. The landscapes allow us to link data from multiple sources into a coherent integrated story.
Weak points in this hierarchy of data will compromise the narrative. One area of intensive current work is the development of methods to quantify these fuzzy regions and use them to define confidence measures in the resultant mesoscale models. For example, current work in integrative modeling is using Bayesian The DNA is modeled using lattice-based methods [22] , the membrane with LipidWrapper [23] , and the remaining molecules with CellPACK [24] . The model is visualized in CellView [25] , using selective clipping to progressively reveal the interior molecules (center) and only the DNA (top). Mycoplasma illustration created by Ludovic Autin.
inference to create probabilistic models that are consistent with a body of heterogeneous data [35, 36] . There is also a great need to develop effective methods to represent levels of certainty in mesoscale imagery. Combination of detailed and schematic representations is one simple, and readily comprehensible, approach (Fig. 2) . Embedded citation within a visualization is also being explored as a way to add information on sources to images [37] .
There are multiple ways of representing scientific data, and in science dissemination and outreach, researchers need to select ways of displaying their data that tell a clear, coherent story. Fortunately, we can draw on a variety of existing narrative devices, ranging from textbooks to classics of literature and film. These techniques build on a rich tradition of communication practices and are as diverse as the people telling them and the audiences for which they are designed. The complexity of mesoscale subjects poses a few unique challenges for the design of narratives.
The first issue is to highlight a story from within a sea of competing molecules. Most commonly, much of the extraneous detail is simply omitted, creating imagery that only includes molecules of interest. If the crowded nature of the cellular environment is a part of the story, an introductory image may be presented. For instance, molecular biology textbooks often include a single figure in introductory sections showing the crowded nature of the cell, then use simplified images for the following sections that explore specific topics. Coloring and labels can also help viewers parse out the central molecules in a scene, and scenes may be designed such that the central players occupy prominent positions in the scene, with minimal occlusion by other molecules. Cross-sectional metaphors may also be used to clip away portions that occlude areas of interest. For example, Fig. 1a shows a traditional cross section, similar to the way samples are prepared for microscopy, and Fig. 1b employs several selective clipping planes to reveal the inner structure of the mesoscale model [34] . Viewers also must navigate large differences in scale, and large differences in time, for many processes [26] . Mesoscale processes span from picoseconds to seconds and from nanometers to microns. In static images, these may be captured visually in multiples. For instance, Fig. 3 shows two processes in influenza infection. Two separate panels show processes of entry and release that are separated by a large distance in time and space, and each panel includes two snapshots of the virus at progressive stages of each local process.
In animations, all manner of pans, zooms, and cuts may be employed to transition between scenes at different temporal and spatial scales. For this, we need to continuously change the representation to highlight features of the current scale level, showing atoms when we are looking at enzymatic reactions and shifting to smoother representations as we move to assemblies and above. Pioneering animations such as Charles and Ray Eames "Powers of Ten" (http://www. eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/) and Nelson Max's continuous zoom from DNA atoms to a chromosome for "The Universe: We Are Born of Stars" [38] presented effective visual solutions to these transitions. Drew Berry's animation of cellulose structure (Fig. 4) employs many visual techniques to make the narrative clear, including consistent use of color, smooth transition of the level of detail, and design of the scene to include recognizable features that bridge scale levels. Today, methods such as CellVIEW are implementing these transitional techniques in visualization software, automatically picking the appropriate coloration and level of detail for the current view [25] .
Many properties of the biological mesoscale are non-intuitive, with aspects that are foreign to our familiar experience. Diffusive motion is perhaps the most pervasive feature to be considered. Animations of the mesoscale address this at all levels. Brownian dynamics simulations of bacterial cytoplasm depict accurate models of random diffusive motion, allowing detailed prediction of biophysical properties, but making functional transitions hard to predict and depict. On the other hand, animations for education and outreach (described below) typically work at longer time scales, script molecules to follow storydriven trajectories and add various amounts of random motion to give the impression of diffusion.
Animation and Interaction
Animation is the most effective approach for exploring the dynamic nature of the mesoscale [26, 39] . In research, short animated segments of a simulation are invaluable for debugging, because small errors in dynamics methods are often readily apparent when viewing the motion. Animated segments are also commonly used for dissemination, often as supplementary files in publication and to present key dynamic processes in presentations. Animation is widely used for mesoscale dissemination, education, and outreach. Animation is a natural narrative device, with a strong tradition of cinematic techniques that guide viewers through a story. In addition, we can leverage an extensive toolbox of software developed by the entertainment industry. The mesoscale poses a few challenges to traditional methods of animation. The complexity and crowded nature of the mesoscale may present problems. Animation often takes an immersive approach, placing the viewer in the middle of the environment, surrounded on all sides by molecules or ultrastructure. This gives an exciting sense of immediacy and presence to the animation, but can pose pedagogical problems with occlusion or perspective distortion. Animators may employ simplifications to address these potential problems, sometimes omitting molecules that are not of functional interest, or choosing viewpoints that are some distance from the subject, allowing an unobstructed view.
The diffusive motion of the cellular mesoscale also poses challenges. Storytelling often requires a coherent series of events, following a process stepby-step, which is almost impossible to extract from an unbiased dynamics simulation. Animators typically employ a variety of tricks to make the action follow a story. Most commonly, traditional keyframe animation is used to script the story, and then stochastic motion is layered on top of this scripted motion. Looking to movies presented at the Clarifi showcase (https://clarafi.com/showcase/), animators take very different approaches to this balance of random and directed motion.
Two leaders in the field have found a sweet spot that balances scientific accuracy and comprehensibility. Drew Berry's work incorporates extensive stochastic motions while following scripted biomolecular processes. See, for example, his iconic presentations of basic genetic mechanisms in "Body Code" (https:// www.wehi.edu.au/wehi-tv/body-code). Janet Iwasa's animations of the HIV life cycle often employ larger stochastic motions of entire molecules, since they depict processes that occur over longer time scales (http://scienceofhiv.org). One trick that may be employed for these complex trajectories is to create a model, disassemble it with a dynamics simulation, and then play the process in reverse. As Berry describes, even this presents challenges: "It works to reduce the sense of agency but is very tricky to plan and implement for animation production." This technique was used, for example, for an animation of assembly of the apoptosome (https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=DR80Huxp4y8).
Animations are typically scripted, allowing the creator to guide us through a topic, but also necessarily limiting the way we interact with the scene. Methods for interactive display can add an exploratory aspect, adding to the pedagogical value of mesoscale visualizations and providing entertaining ways to address the complexity of these scenes. One effective approach is to segment scenes into functional portions, then provide interactive tools to display portions selectively. For example, Gael McGill designed a series of interactive figures for "EO Wilson's Life on Earth" to allow students to explore the types of molecules displayed in a molecular scene, and the crowding of the scene (Fig. 5) . Image maps provide another intuitive mode of interaction: users click on portions of the scene, and detailed information is provided. This is used effectively in a series of virus illustrations by Visual Science, such as a collaborative illustration of influenza virus that captures the current state of structural knowledge (https://visual-science. com/projects/influenza/illustration/). As part of an ebook on biological energetics, image maps were created for paintings of mitochondria and chloroplasts, and were used as a navigation device to integrate interactive visualization and animations across an entire educational site [40] . CellPAINT (http://cellpaint. scripps.edu) extends interactivity to the construction of mesoscale imagery. It is modeled after familiar digital painting programs, with a collection of molecular brushes to paint onto mesoscale canvas (Fig. 6) . New approaches to the human-computer interface, including virtual reality and 3D printing, are also being explored to enhance navigation and presence in mesoscale visualization.
Molecular Landscapes in Research
In mesoscale research, we search for hypotheses that link molecular structure with cellular function. Our goal is to build a model that captures enough of the experimental observations to yield scientific insight into a mesoscale process. As part of this process, we need to validate each step of the hierarchy: from atomic structure/interaction, to how ultrastructures are populated with these molecular structures, and finally to the cellular properties that emerge. This is currently a field in growth phase, with methods being developed as fast as applications are discovered that need them [4, 16, 29, 41] . Two trends are stimulating the success of mesoscale research: integrative structural biology and coarse-grain computational modeling.
Integrative structural biology combines experimental data from multiple levels of resolution to build atomic models of large assemblies. Notable examples include a plethora of structures showing the action of ribosomes [42] and nuclear pore models of ever increasing detail [43] . This integration is continually extending to larger levels of scale, for example, to interpret features in data from cryoelectron tomography [44] and fluorescence microscopy [24] .
Coarse-grain computational models explore mesoscale properties, such as diffusion and cellular ultrastructure, using simplified representations of the molecular components. These are particularly effective because the level of detail may be chosen to complement the system, while keeping computational demands to achievable limits. For example, bead models of nucleic acids may be used to study everything from the role of entropy in partition of bacterial chromosomes [45] to the ultrastructure of entire eukaryotic chromosomes [46] .
Mesoscale imagery is also used as a thinking tool, to capture the current state of knowledge in a field, and for dissemination of this state of knowledge. For example, a series of illustrations of the molecular processes of autophagy were created in a collaboration between artist and scientist [47] (Fig. 7) . The first illustrations, created in 2006, included many approximations for molecular size and interaction. In the following years, as more experimental data were obtained, the illustrations gained more detail. Similarly, Janet Iwasa is creating animations of the HIV life cycle in collaboration with researchers, integrating the enormous body of experimental data that has been gathered (Fig. 8) . For these types of applications, the modeling and visualization must have a sufficient level of scientific rigor to be used in professional research settings. The interface has a palette of molecules and tools for painting them into the scene. In this screen capture, the user is drawing a membrane based on an electron micrograph. (b) A completed scene with HIV (green), blood plasma (oranges and yellows), and the surface of a T cell (blue and magenta).
Molecular Landscapes in the Classroom
Well-designed mesoscale visualizations address scale, proportion, and quantity within a cellular scene, as well as the relationship of structure and function. These concepts have been identified as central themes for science education in the Crosscutting Concepts in Next Generation Science Standards [48] . Students most often encounter mesoscale concepts and imagery in texts, but effective resources are increasingly breaking through the limitations of the page, including the interactive, animated approach of "EO Wilson's Life on Earth," many animations that are freely available online, and innovative approaches to new media such as augmented reality and 3D printing.
Illustrators portraying complex molecular interactions for educational contexts face a daunting challenge. If they oversimplify the content, students think that the cell is "simple" and miss the nuanced complexities. If all the details are provided, novices become overwhelmed and can easily give up [49, 50] . Vygotsky's theory of the zone of proximal development suggests that learning is optimal when content is just beyond the learner's reach, but attainable with appropriate scaffolding [51] . If details are oversimplified and there is not a little challenge, optimal learning conditions are not achieved, as demonstrated in a study on cellular illustrations of signaling networks [52] .
Bruner [53] introduced the concept of spiraled learning, in which novices are introduced to the basics of a topic, then spiral back to the same concepts repeatedly throughout the curriculum, digging ever deeper each time they visit the topic. This approach can be employed effectively either by providing increasingly more complex visualizations over time, or by teaching students how to "mine" visualizations multiple times to uncover additional layers of complexity and meaning. This revisiting of topics repeatedly in the curriculum also improves learning retention [54, 55] . In our hands, mesoscale illustrations have been particularly useful in this context. They present multiple processes, all occurring simultaneously in the context of their cellular environment. Using a single illustration, students can explore multiple levels of scale, for example, starting with the multisubunit structure of ATP synthase, then exploring its location and orientation in the mitochondrial membrane, then jumping back to individual molecules to explore the respiratory electron transport chain, and so on.
Recent science education reforms have focused on "thinking like a scientist" with a concomitant ability to apply knowledge in new contexts [56, 57] . Unfortunately, many students memorize without understanding, then quickly forget after being tested. To overcome this tendency to compartmentalize information, then forget it, students must be provided opportunities to use the information and organize it into larger "schema" [58] . This is the basis for constructivism, in which students come to their own understanding by working through the content and making sense of it themselves [59] .
In developing conceptual understanding, it is essential to make connections between seemingly disparate ideas. Carefully crafted illustrations and animations serve as visual organizers of information, unifying themes that are often presented in the classroom in a compartmentalized fashion. Why, for instance, would nuclear proteins be found in the cytoplasm? Students are encouraged to think about where proteins are made, and then to address the question: How do nuclear proteins know they should go to the nucleus? Such cognitive dissonance leads to deeper thinking and richer questions [60] . Visualization of these deeper connections assists in scaffolding student understanding [61, 62] .
Although molecular animations can readily demonstrate complex processes in a temporal fashion at the mesoscale, they may introduce detailed interactions at such a rapid pace that the novice learner does not have time to process and internalize the information. Experts often assume that novices "see" the same details that experts see; most educators can provide amusing (and even tragic) examples that demonstrate discrepant interpretations [63] . Many studies have demonstrated that passive learning is ineffective [64] , whereas active learning increases learning and retention [65] . Educators choosing to incorporate molecular animations and illustrations in their classrooms must create activities in which students are fully engaged and actively building their own understanding of the concepts. Table 1 lists some suggested approaches for teaching based on our own work with mesoscale illustrations. These ideas may be implemented using readily available materials. For example, the Center for BioMolecular Modeling has created grayscale coloring pages and molecular flashcards to accompany a cellular panorama landscape (Fig. 9) .
There is even greater value in engaging students in the process of creating visualizations. As a part of the Connecting Researchers, Educators and Students (CREST) Project, undergraduates were involved with researchers and educators in exploring a research topic, then creating instructional materials to introduce current research in the classroom.
Undergraduates conducted background research to create molecular landscapes exploring angiogenesis [66] and endocytosis (http://cbm.msoe.edu/includes/ modules/coatedPit/coatedPit.html). Students determined the types of cell and what portion of the cells to display to tell the molecular story. They decided which proteins to include, as well as their shape, size, location, and concentration. They discovered discrepancies in the literature and worked with researchers to develop a rationale for selecting one interpretation over another [66] . In this hands-on approach, students gained personal experience in the process of integrating data into a coherent vision of the topic.
Perspective
Klaus Schulten referred to modeling and simulation as a "computational microscope" to explore molecules in their living context [67] . This microscope may be focused at many levels, from molecular dynamics simulations of individual proteins to continuum models of molecular diffusion in entire cells. Amazingly, the advance of experimental imaging techniques such as cryoelectron tomography and fluorescence microscopy is rapidly putting us out of business, as scientists view the cellular mesoscale directly. In some senses, mesoscale modeling is giving us an exciting preview of what we will see as experimental mesoscale science continues to sharpen and improve.
Mesoscale visualization is playing perhaps its most pervasive role in the dissemination of science. Fig. 9 . A combination of grayscale and color is used to create molecular flashcards that can be used in a number of active learning activities. Here, eukaryotic RNA polymerase with its unstructured C-terminus is identified in the nucleus. These images, animations, and interactives allow students and the public to understand the connections between different disciplines-how study of an individual protein can give us insights into our own health and welfare. Mesoscale imagery, such as the popular "Inner Life of the Cell" movie (Fig. 10) , is inspiring a new generation of scientists to explore the mesoscale mysteries of life.
